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AbsLnct-The objective of this paper is to answer the question of how accurately the simple Eulcr 
or transverse shear correction Enge~serfHaring:<"fimoshenkocolumn buckling formulae are, when 
orthotropic composite material and moderate thickness are involved. The column is in the foml of 
a hollow circular cylinder and the Euler or TimQshenko loads are based on the axial modulus. For 
this purpose, a three-dimensional elasticity solution is presented. As an example, the cases fan 
ortholropic material wlth stdfness constants typical of glass/epoxy or graphite/epoxy and the 
reinforcing direClion along tbe periphery or along tbe cylinder axis are considered. First. it is found 
that the ela~ticity approach predicts in all cas s :llower than the Euler value critical load. Moreover. 
the degree of non-con.ervatism of the Euler formula is strongly dependent on the reinforcing 
direction; the axially reinforcelJ columns show the highest deviation from the elasticity value. The 
dcgree of non-conservatism of the uler load for the circumferentiall reinforced columns is much 
smaller and is comparable to that of isotropic column,. Second, the ngesser or first Timoshenko 
shear correction formula is in all cascs examined conservative. i.e .. it predicts a lower critical load 
than the elasticity solution. The Haringx or second Timosbenko shear correction formula is in most 
ca~es (but not always) conservative. However, i.n all cases con,idered. tbe second estimate is ,dWHY~ 

closer to the elastieity solution than the first one. For the isotropic ease bOllI Timoshenko formulas 
are conservative estimates. Examination of a new formula for column buck.ling that adds a second 
term to the Euler load expression and is supposed to account for thickne~s effect/;, show& that thi, 
estimate is ,I non-conservative e timate but performs very well with very thick sections, being close t 
to the elasticity solulion, but in general no better tllan the Timoshenko fomlLllas for moderate 
thickness. Copyright © 1966 Elsevier Seience Lt 

l. INTROD CHON 

The thrust of the initial applications of fiber reinforced composite materials was thin plate 
construction for air raft parts. However, much attention i novv being paid to configurations 
classiJ'ied as moderatel thick column-type structures. uch designs can be used, for example, 
as support members in civil and offshore structures, as well as for suspension and powertrain 
components in automobiles. Moreover composite laminates have been considered in space 
vehicles in the form of circular cylinders as a primary load carrying structure. 

In composite structural members, the buckling strength is an important design par
ameter because of the large strength-to-weight ratio and the lack of extensive plastic yielding 
in these materials. The case of a slender id al column, which is buill in vertically at the 
ba ,free at the upper end, and subjected to an axial force P, constitut s the first problem 
of bifurcation buckling. the one that was originally solved by uler (1744 1933). The Euler 
solution i ba ed on th well known Euler-Bernoulli assumpti ns (i.e .• plane s ti ns remain 
plane after bending, no /fect of transvers shear) and for an isotropic elastic material. 

ontrivial solutions (nonzero transverse deflection) are then sought for the equations 
governing bending of the column under an axial compressive load and subject to the 
particular set of boundary conditions; thus, the problem i reduced to an eigen-boundary
value problem (e.g. Simitses, 1986). 

Colunu1s made out of composite materials for structural application are envisioned 
in the form of a hollow cylinder of moderate hickness, produced mainly by filament 
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winding or pultrusion. Composite materials have one important distinguishing feature, 
namely extensional-to-shear modulus ratio much larger than that of their metal counter
parts. The resulting effects of transverse shear may render the calculations of the critical load 
from simple classical column formulas highly non-conservative. Moreover, an additional 
deviation is expected because composites are anisotropic and these c1as ical column for
mulae are based on isotropic material assumption. The objective of the present paper is to 
investigate the extent to which the classical Euler load represents the critical load, as derived 
by three dimensional elasticity analyses for a generally orthotropic rod with no restrictive 
assumptions regarding the cross sectional dimensions. 

In a related article, Kardomateas (l993a) presented a three-dimensional elasticity 
formulation and solution for the problem of buckling of cylindrical orthotropic shells 
subjected to external pressure. it was shmvn that the critical load predicted by shell theory 
can be quite non-conservative for thic construction. This wor was bas d on the sim
plifying assumption that th pre-bu k.ling stress and displacement field was axisymmetric, 
and the buckling modes were assumed two dimen ional (ring assumption), i.., no z (axial) 
component of the displacement field, and no z-d pend nce of the,. and edisplacement 
compon nts. In a subsequent article, Kardomateas and Chung (1994) presented a solution 
that relaxes thi ring approximati n, i.e., based on a nonLero axial displacement and a full 
dependence f the buckling modes on the three coordinates. 

Anoth r investigati n of the thickness effects was conducted by Kardomatea' (1993b) 
for the case of a transversely isotropic thick cylindrical shell under axial c mprcssion. The 
reason for restricting the material to transver ely i otropic was the desire LO produce closed 
form analytical solUlion . In a ub equ nt pap r (Kardomateas, 1995a), the stu y was 
extended to the case of a generally orthotropic moderately thick shell under axial 
compression. A compari on with arious shell theories showed that for th isotropic 
material cases cousid red, both the lilgge (1960) and Danielson and Simmonds (1969) 
shell theories predicted critical loads much closer to the elasticity atue than the onneH 
(Brush and Almroth, 975 theory; the elasticity approach predicted a lower critical load 
than all these classical sh II theorie:, the percentag reduction being larger with in reasing 
thickness. However, in that stud an additional shell theory namely that of Timosh nko 
and Gere (1961), was examined. It was found that for both the onhotropic and the i. tropic 
material ca e , the Timoshenko bifurcation point are lower than the elasticity ones. This 
means that the Timoshenko formulation is conservative, unlik all th olll r hell theories 
examined. 

Finite element studies for thick and/or laminated beam structures are also an object 
of current interest. Impro ed kinematic approaches are called for because the classical 
beam as umptions which postulate that planes normal to the beam axis before deformation 
relain their pI' neness and normality are vi lated. A variety of elements, ba ed primarily 
on un assumed high order in tenns of thickness power have been propo ed in the literature. 
Recent work by Sheinman el al. (1995) on the buckling f laminated plane frames has 
shown that the first order model with an appropriat hear correction fa LOr yield results 
close to its higher-order counterparts. The tudy presented in this paper can b used as a 
b nchmark for e alu ting th performanc of various finite lement formulation in pr 
dicting column buckling. 

Regarding the formula' fot' th stability lo's of ela tic bars, the only alternative direct 
expression to tl e Euler load that xist in the lit rature ar t 0 formulas described by 
Timoshenko and re (1961). These ar a tu~t1ly the Enoesser (1891) nd Haringx (1 48, 
49) f rmulae (Haringx. obtained the formula in onnection with helical springs and Tim 
sh nko applied 1 aringx's approach to bars' Timoshenko also r ferred to the Rarin 
analysis as the "modified" , pproach). The e two fon ulas wi.ll also be referred to in thi 
paper as th first and s nd Tim henko hear correction formul e. Th se f rmula were 
intended to account f I' the influ nce of transver'e hearing force, The specilic load 
xpr ssions, denoted by PTI and Pn , are given in th Results ection. De pit the simplicity 

of the derivation of thse formulas, it will b seen that they p rform remarkably well in 
accounting for the thickness effects as well as for the effects fa 10 ratio of shear versus 
exten ional modulus. 
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In a more recent study, Kardomateas (1995b) conducted a study on the buckling of 
solid transversely isotropic rods. By performing a eries expansion of the tenns of the 
resulting characteristic equation from the elasticity formulation for the isotropic cas, the 
Eul I' load was proven to be the solution in the first appro imation; consideration of the 
second approximation gave direct expression for the correction to the Euler load, therefore 
d fining a new yet simple fonnula for column buckling, which herein will be referred to as 
the Euler load with a second term. 

In view of possible structural applications of anisotropic columns with sizable thick
ness, it is desirabl to conduct a comprehensive study of the p rfonnance [the EttieI' and 
Engesser/Haringx/Timoshenko column buckling formulae. Therefore, the study conducted 
in this paper includes specific results for th ritical load and th buckling modes of a 
cylindrical column in the fonn of a hollow cylinder under axial compre sion for arious 
ratios of length over external ractius, L/R1, and ratios of external over internal radii, RJR I . 

The effect of the material orthotrop is examined by considering two material cases: 
glass/epoxy and graphite/epoxy, and ith reinforcing dire tion eith r along the cir
cumfer ntial (8) or along th axial (z) direction. 

Again, the non-linear three dimensional theory of elasticity i appropriately [onnu
lat d and reduced to a standard eigenvalue problem for ordinary linear differential equa
tions in terms of a single variable (the radial di lance r) with th applied axial I ad P tbe 
paramet r. The fonnulation employs the exact elasticity olution by Lekhnitskii (1963) for 
the pre-buckling state. A full dependence n r, eand z of the buckling modes i a umed. 
The results from the elasticit formulation will be compared with the classical Euler load 
predictions and ith the Engesser or Haringx column buckling with transver e shear 
corr ction onnulas which' re describ din Timoshenko and Gere's (1961), as well as with 
the Euler load with a second term, as derived by Kardomateas (1995b). To this extent, the 
present paper also extends the latter one by treating the case of orthotropy rather than 
transverse i otropy and the more practical tubular s ction ratber than a solid ircular one. 

2. FORMULAno 

The equilibrium of a column, considered as a three dimensional elastic body. can be 
described in t- nns of the second Piola-J<jrchhoff stress lensor:E in the fonn 

(Ia) 

wbere is the defomlation gradient defined by 

F=I+gradV, (I b) 

where V is the displacement ector and I i the id ntity tensor. 
Notice that the strain tensor is defin d by 

(I c) 

ince we consider a circular ection, we can emplo cylindrical coorctinate and we can 
specifically write the component of the deformation gradient F in tenns of the linear 
strains: 

011 lov U 
e =-r eoo = - "l(J + -, (2a) 

rr r u r 

I U v v Cli ow 
erO = - ~8 + -;- - -, erz =~+-, (2b) 

r 0 ur r uZ cr 

and the linear rotations: 
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I IV cu U w ~v v I OU 
2(1) =---- levo =- --~- 2w, = - + - - - -::;- , (2c) 

. r r De OZ z or or r roe 

as follows: 

I
:lero-wzr I +e" 

F = ~erll+Wz I +eoo ieoz-wr (3):'"+<u'1
 
I

:lerz-wo zCoz+wr I +e", 

At the critical load there are two possible infinitely close positions of equilibrium. 
D noting by Un, va, Wo the r, eand z components of the displacement corresponding to the 
primary position, a perturbed position is denoted by 

(4a) 

where 0: is an infinitesimally small quantity. Here, aUI (r, @, z), .V I(r, e, z), G(lV I (1', e, z) are the 
displacements to which the pits of the body must be subjected to hift them from the 
initial position of equilibrium to the new equilibrium position. The functions ul(r, e, z), 
vl(r e, z), wlCr, e, z) are assumed finite and IX is an infinitesimally small quantity independent 
of 1', e, z. Also, notice that. as was shown in Kardomateas (1993a). the linear strains (2) 
rather than the nonlinear ones can be sed in the first order problem. 

Substituting lnto the strain-displacement relations and th n using the orthotr pic stress 
strain relations gives 

(4b) 

Following Kardomateas (I 993a), we obtain the following buckling equations: 

In the previous equations, (T~ and wJ are the values of (Ti) and w) at the initial equilibrium 
position, i.e., for u = Un' v = va and w = wo, and (T;) and w) are the values at the perturbed 
position, i.e., for u = UI, V = VI and w = IVI· 

The boundary conditions associated with (I a) can be expressed as: 

(F' ~;T) . N = t(V), (6) 

where t is the traction vector on the surface which has outward unit normal N = (i, m, fi) 
before any deformation. The traction vector t depends on the displacement field 
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Fig. I. AxialJy compressed column in the form of a hollow cylinder. 

v = (u, v, w). Again, following Kardomateas (l993a), we obtain for the lateral and end 
surfaces: 

2.1. Pre-buckling slate 
The problem under consideration is that of an orthotropic hollow cylinder compressed 

by an axial force applied at one end. The stress-strain relations for the orthotropic body 
are 

(Jrr CII CI2 CI) 0 0 0 Crr 

(J ee C l2 C22 Cn 0 0 0 1'00 

(Jzz CI) ('23 c) ) 0 0 0 C.; 
(8) 

roz 0 0 0 C44 0 0 YOz 

!rr 0 0 0 0 C55 0 )Jrz 

rrO 0 0 0 0 0 C66 YrQ 

where cij are the stiffness constants (we have used the notation I == r, 2 == 8, 3 == z). 
Let R 1 be the internal and R2 the external radius (Fig. I). 
Lekhnitskii (1963) gave the stress field for an applied compressive load of absolute 

value P, in terms of the quantities: 

alia)) -af)
k= (9a) 

a22 a )) -aL 

(9b) 
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The stress field for orthotropy is as follows: 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

(lOc) 

(IOd) 

where 

(lOe) 

(IOf) 

a" 

0'00 

a zz 
(II) 

'oz 

'rz 

',0 

Notice that for general ortholropy, both a?r and ago are non-zero. For an isotropic or 
transver ely isotropic body, the e two stress components are zero. 

In th previous equations aij are the comphanc onstants, i.e., 

8" 

800 

e", 

'))n,? 

";,.;;: 

YrU 

2.2. Perturbed state 

all a l2 a lJ 0 0 0 

al2 an a2J 0 0 0 

a lJ a 2J aJJ 0 0 0 

0 0 0 a44 0 0 

0 0 0 0 a55 0 

0 0 0 0 0 a66 

Using the constitutive relations (8) for the stresses O';j in terms of the strains e;j the 
strain-displacement relations (2) for the strains e;j and the rotations w; in terms of the 
displacements Uj, VI WI and taking into account (10) the buckling eqn (Sa) for the problem 
at hand is written in terms of the displacements at the perturbed state as follows: 

(12a) 

The second buckling eqn (Sb) gives: 
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(. a?r) ( ~ _~) (a?r-CTge)(~ ~) . ~ 
(66+ 2 V 1.rr + 2 + 2 + , +C22 2 

r r r r- r 

(12b) 

In a similar fashion, the third buckling eqo (5c) gives: 

(12c) 

In the perturbed position, we seek quili rium mod in the form: 

HZ . . n2 
uI(r,8,z) = U(r)cos8 ill l > vI(r,8,z) = V(r)sm8smy, 

HZ 
w j (r,8,z) = W(r)cos8cosT' (13) 

where the functions U(r), V(r) , W(r) are uniquely d lermined. Thes equilibrium modes 
are the "column type" buckling modes ofa ingle axial half-wave and circumferential wave. 
Figure I shows the geometry of the stru ture. otice that the rigid end caps in the figure 
would simulate the freedom of nearly-rigid rotation (tilting) of the ends, which would most 
closely repre nt the displacement field in eqn (13) and furthermore, would most closely 
repre ent the effect 0 the surrounding/connecting tructure. 

The equilibrium modes in eqn (13) are special C' • e of the general shell buckling 
modes: 

. mHZ mnz 
U 1 (r, e, z) = U(r) cos n8 sm y: VI (r, 8, z) = V(r) sin n8 sin L' 

mnz 
lV1(r,e,z) = W(r)cosnl1cos L , (13a) 

which had been considered in tbe three-dimensional ela ticity sh Il buckling formulation 
of Kardomateas (1995a). 

Notice that these modes correspond to the condition of" 'impl upported" nds since 
UI aries as sin A.z and 

Let now U(i)(r), 0 i)(r) and ij-XiJ(r) denote the i-th derivative of U(r), V(r) and W(r) 
respectively, with the additional notation [f°)(r) = U(r), 0°)(1') = V(r) and WO)(r) = W(r). 
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Substituting in (l2a), we obtain the following linear homogeneous ordinary differential 
equation: 

+ I
I 

VUJ(r)[(diO +dil P)ri- 2+ d'2 P,-k-J+i +diJ Pr-k- Hi] 
;=0 

+ I
I 

W(<)(r)[(ho +hi P)ri- I +h2 P,-k-2+, +h,Pr-k-2+,] = 0 R, ~ r ~ R2· (l4a) 
i=O 

The second differential eqn (l2b) gives: 

+ I
2 

V(z)(r)[(giO +g" P)ri- 2+gi2Prk- 3+i +g'3 Pr-k- 1 +i] 
,-0 

+ I
I 

U(<)(r)[(h;o +hil P)ri- 2+hi2 P,-k-J+i +hiJPr-k-J-riJ 
i=O 

(l4b) 

In a similar fashion, (l2c) giv,,~.: 

W(r)q04 + I
2 

W(I) (r)[(qiO + qil P)ri- 2+qi2Prk-J-ri +qiJPr-k-l+i]
 
i 0
 

k 2+ I
, 

U(I)(r)[(SiO +SiI P)ri- I +Si2 P,-k-2 I +SiJ Pr - - I] 

;=0 

All the previous three eqns (14) are linear, homogeneous, ordinary differentia! equa
tions of the second order for U(r), VCr) and W(r). In these equations, the constants bij' dij' 
Iii' gij, hij' tij, qij, Sij and {Ji} are given iil the Appendix and depend on the material stiffness 
coefficients eij and k. 

Now we proceed to the boundary conditions on the lateral surfaces r = Rj , j = 1,2. 
These will complete the formulation of the eigenvalue problem for the critical load. 

From (7), we obtain for 1= ± I, m= fi = 0: 

(15) 

Substituting in (8), (2), (13), and (10), the boundary condition (T;r = 0 at r = Rj • j = 1,2 
gives: 

The boundary condition r~o +(T~W~ = 0 at r = R,,) = I, 2 gives 
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j = 1. 2. (l6b) 

In a similar fashion, the condition <" - (J,orw~ = 0 at r = Rj • j = 1,2 gives: 

W'(R..)[( .. + Co p)+ SPRK-1+ 2 PR -I.-l] j = 1,2. (l6c)+ / C,5 2 2 J 2 J ' 

Equations (14) and (16) constitute an eigenvalue problem for differential equations, 
with the applied compressive load P the parameter, which can be solved by standard 
numerical methods (two point boundary value problem). 

Before discussing the numerical procedure used for solving this eigenvalue problem, 
one final point will be addressed. To completely satisfy all the elasticity requirements, we 
should discuss the boundary conditions at the ends. From (7), the boundary conditions on 
the ends are: 

(17) 

Since (J~z varies as sin(n/L)z, the condition (J~ = 0 on both th lower end z = 0, and 
the upper end z = L, is satisfied. 

In a cartesian coordinate system (x, Y, z), the first two of the conditions in (17) can be 
written as follows: 

(18) 

It will be proved now that these remaining two conditions are sati tied on the average. At 
this point, it should be noted that for some of the boundary conditions, a fonn of resultant 
instead of pointwise conditions has been frequently used in elasticity treatments, and can 
be considered as based on some form 0 the Saint-Venant's principle. For this reason, they 
are sometimes referred to a relaxed end conditions of the Saint-Venant type (Horgan, 
1989). 

o , the lateral urface boundary conditions in the cartesian coordinate system 
[analogous to (7)], with - the normal to the circular contour are: 

(lT~x-T~ywJcos(N,x)+(T~y-(J~}'W~)cos(N,y)= 0, ( 19a) 

(T~y+(Jo.,.w~)cos( x)+((J~J'+T~)"W' cos(N,y) = o. (l9b) 

U ing the equilibrium equation in cartesian coordinates [analogous to (5)], gives 

Using now the divergence theorem for transformation of an area integral into a contour 
integral, and the condition (19a) on the contour, gives the previous integral as 
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where A denotes th area of the annular cross section and y the corresponding contour. 
Therefore 

fL«z + cr~rw;.) dA = const. (20b) 

Since based on the buckling mode (13), r:z, wo, r;Jz and w; and hence r',"Z. w;" r;,z and w~, 

all have a cos(nzjL) variation, they become zero at z = L(2. Therefore, it is concluded that 
the constant in (20b) is zero. Similar arguments hold for r;'r' 

Moreover, it can also be proved that the system of resultant stresses (18) would 
produce no torsional moment. Indeed, 

Again, using the divergence theorem, and taking into account (19), the previ us integral 
becomes: 

-i{x[(r'\y+cr~xw~)coscN x)+(cr;,y+ro"w~)cos(~,y)] 

-y[(cr'\\-r~.,..w~)cos(N,x)+(r'\y-cr.~J'w~)co eN y)]} ds = 0, (2Ia) 

hence 

(21 b) 

and this constant is again ~ ro since r'; = r;,; = w', = w;. = 0 at z = L/2. 
As ha: already been stated. eqns (14) and (16) constitute an eigenvalue problem for 

ordinary. econd order linear differential equations in the,. variabl , with the applied 
compressiv load P the paramet r. This is ess ntiallya standard two point boundary value 
problem. The relaxation method wa used (Press et al., 1989) :hich is ess ntially based on 
replacing the system of ordinary differential equations by a et of finite di~ rence equations 
on a grid of point that spans the entire thickness of the section. For this purpose an 
equally spaced mesh of241 points was employed and the procedure turned out to be higW 
efficient with rapid convergence. As an initial guess for tbe iteration pro s the classical 
column theory solution \Va used. 1n the solution scheme, 'ev n functions of,. ar defined 
as: YI = U, Y2 = U', YJ = V, Y4 = V. Ys = W Yo = W' and Y7 = P. The seven di~ rential 
equations are: y'l = Yb eqn (14a), Y3 = Y4, eqn (14b), ~ = Y6, eqn (14c), and Y; = O. The 
corresponding seven boundary conditions are: at r = R2 eqns (16a, b, c) ; at r = R2 U = 1.0; 
and at r = R1 eqns (l6a, b, c). The solution gives the eigenfunctions YI. Yl' and Ys, as well 
as the eigenvalue Y7. 

An investigation of the convergence showed that essentially the same results were 
produced with even three times a many mesh points. It is also first verified that the structure 
behaves as a column rather than a shell (which would buckle at multiple axial half-waves 
or circumferential waves). This is accomplished by considering th structure as a shell and 
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using the Kardomateas (l995a) solution to find if it would buckle at multiple axial half
w,wcs or multiple circumferential wave~. Finally, consideration of n = 0, m = 1 in eqn 
(13a) gives in all cases eigenvalues higher than for n = I, m = 1 (which is the characteristic 
column buckling case). 

3 DISC . ION 0 RESULTS 

The Euler critical load f r a compre sed simply-supported column is: 

n 
,A,= (22)

L' 

where 1 is the moment of in rtia of the cross section. 
Timosh nko describes two formulae that provide a correction to the Euler load due 

to the influence of transverse shearing force. The c formulae for the critical load, Pn and 
Pn are (Timoshenko and Gere, 1961) : 

p _ PEuier (23) 
TI -1+(JP£uler/AG 

}I +4(JPllule,/AG-1 
(24)Pn = 2{3/AG ' 

where p is a numerical factor depending on the shape of th lransver e section, A is the 
cross 'ectional area [= n(R~ - R7)J, and G is the shear modulu . For a tubular cro s section, 
p = 2.0 (0 re and Timoshenko, 1990). 

The first formula PTI is acrually the Engesser (1891) fonnula and second one Pn is 
the formula obtained by H' ringx (1948,49) in connection with helical springs and applied 
by Timoshenko to bars. 

By performing a serie expansion of the terms of the resulting characteristic equation 
fr m the elasticity formulation for an is tropic column of solid circular cross section, 
Kardomateas (1995b) proved that th Ewer load i' the solution in the first approximation; 
consider tion of the second approximation gave a direct expression for the correction to 
the Eul r load, therefore defining a revised, yet simple formula for column buckling. 
Although this formula was derived by considering a solid cylinder it can be heuristically 
extended for the case of a hollow cylinder. In terms of 

n R~-Rtx= 22 l/A = (25a)
L R 2 R 2 ' 2 - I 

and the Poisson's ratio, V32, the Euler load with a second term is: 

(25b) 

where 

and 

(25c) 
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::-, '4 
_ J. - 1 A 1 3 4

Ll- 16+ 3(20+8v32 +48vn)+ 36 (409+212vn -356vJ2 -48v)2 + 144v)2). (25d) 

Results are produced for two common polymeric composites, namely the mildly 
orthotropic glass/epoxy and the strongly orthotropic graphic/epoxy. The elastic constants 
of the materials are given in the tables of the results, with the notation: I, the radial (r), 2, 
the circumferential (8) and 3, the axial (z) directions. Two reinforcing configurations are 
considered with each material, namely along the circumferential (8) or along the axial (z) 
direction. 

Regarding the glass/epoxy material, Tables la and Ib give the predictions of the Euler, 
Peuler> the EngesserjHaringxjTimoshenko P n and Pn , and the Euler with a second term, 
Pt.l, formulae, as a ratio over the elasticity solution, PeiaSl> for radii ratio R l / R j = 1.20, and 
column length ratios, LjR2, ranging from 10 to 20. Tables 2a and 2b give the same data for 
graphite/epoxy material and Table 3 for isotropic material with Poisson's ratio v = 0.300. 

Table 1. (a) Comparison with column buckling formulae. Gla Epoxy with axial reinforcement, R,/R, = 1.20 
(R, = 1.0 m); moduli in GN/m': E1 = E, = 14, E, = 57, Gli = 5.7, Gil = 5.0, Gn = 5.7; Poisson's ratios: 

"" = 0.400, "2' = 0.068, "11 = 0.277 

L/R2 P"LJ../P,J,." Ph/P,J"" PhIP""" PhIP""" 

10 1598 0.870 1.036 1.502 
12 1.414 0.894 1.002 1.354 
14 1.304 0.914 0.986 1.263 
16 1.232 0.929 0.978 1.203 
18 1.183 0.941 0.976 1.161 
20 1.149 0.950 0.975 1.131 

t Column buckling formulae are ba'ed on the axial modulus; Euler load, eqn (22); Engesser and Haringx 
(also referred to as Timoshenko first and second formulas), eqns (23,24) with /l = 2.0; Euler formula with a 
second term, eqns (25). 

Table I. (b) Comparison with column buckling formulae. Glas /epoxy ilb circumferential reinforcement, 
RliR, = 1.20 (R, = 1.0 m); moduli in GN/m': E,. = 57, E, = E, = 14 GJ , = 5.0, G" = G2l = 5.7; Poisson's 

ratios: "" = 0.068, "" = 0.'277, "'I = 0.400 

L Rl pLk'/Pr"w p;.i/P,"", Ph/P"I." PL./P /"" 

10 1.145 0.950 0.974 1.081 
12 !l00 0.963 0.976 1.057 
14 1.073 0.971 0.979 1.042 
16 1.056 0.977 0.982 1.032 
18 1.044 0.n2 0.985 1.025 
20 1035 0.985 0.987 1.020 

t Column buckling formulae are based on the axial modulus; Euler load, eqn (22); Engesser and Haringx 
(also referred to as Timoshenko first and second formulas), eqns (23,24) with /l = 2.0; Euler formula with a 
second term, eqns (25). 

Table 2. (a) Comparison with column buckling formulae. Graphite/Epoxy with axial reinforcement, R,jR, = 1.20 
(R2 = 1.0 m); moduli in GN/m'; E, = 9.1, E, = 9.9, E, = 140.0, GlI = 4.7, G = 5.9, G" = 4.3; Poisson's ratios;

" 1'" = 0.533, \/2) = 0.020, "11 = 0.283 

LIR, pL,,/P'knt PTI/Pdw , Ph/p"~,, Ph/P,,,"., 

10 
12 
14 
16 
18 

(3.948) 
(2.751) 
(2.023) 
1774 
1.612 

(1.061) 
(0.952) 
(0.847) 
0860 
0.876 

(1.775) 
(1.401) 
(1136) 
] .078 
1.044 

(3.711) 
(2.634) 
(1.959) 
l73] 
1581 

Buckles as a shell (2,3)+ 
Buckles as a shell (2,3)t 
Buckles as a shell (2,4)+ 

20 1.495 0890 1.02l 1.472 

t Column buckling formulae are based on the ax.ial modulus' Euler load, eqn (22); Engesser and Haringx 
(also referred to as Timoshenko first and second formulas), eqns (23,24) with /l = 20, Euler formula with a 
second term, eqns (25). 

ten, m) in eqn (13a) for the buckled modes 
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Table 2. (b) omparison with column buckling formulae. Graphite! ·poxy with circumferential reinforcement,
 
R2/ R, = 1.20 (R 2 = l.0 m); moduli in GN/m2 

: E, = 140, E, = 9.9, £, = 9.1, GlI = 5.9, G'l = 4.7, Gll = 4.3;
 
Poisson's ratios: \'" = 0.020, V2J = 0.300, v" = 0.490
 

LIR2 Pkf/i~rf P"'IO:S I P-;-l/ Pf!IIJI p~'Z/p."" ph/Pc/,w 

10 1.121 0.952 0.972 1.060 
12 1081 0.963 0.974 [.040 
14 1.058 0.970 0.976 1028 
16 1.042 0975 0.979 1.020 
18 1032 .978 0.981 1.014 
20 1.024 0.981 0.982 1.010 

t Column buckling formulae are based on tile axial modlllus: Euler load, egn (22): ngesser and Haringx 
(also referred to a Timoshenko first and second formulas), egns (23,24) with fI = 2.0; Euler formula with a 
second term, eq ns (25). 

Table 3. omparison with column buckling fonnulae. hotropic, v = 0.300, RJR, = 1.20 (R2 = 10 m) 

L{R, pL,,!p.,,,,, Phlp.,,,,, 1'1,./1'.;.", Pb/p.I•. , 

10 
11 
14 
16 
18 
20 

1137 
1095 
1.069 
1.053 
1.042 
1.034 

0.934 
0.951 
0.963 
0.971 
0.976 
0.981 

0.960 
0966 
0972 
0.976 
0.980 
0.983 

1068 
1.048 
1.036 
1028 
1.022 
1.018 

t Euler load, eqn (22); Engesser and Haringx (also referred to as Timoshenko first and second formulas), 
eqns (23,24) with fJ = 20; Euler formula with a second term, egns (25). 

The calculation for the critical load from the e formulas are based on tbe axial modulus, 
£3' Finally, Table 4 perfonns an investigation of tbe effect of thi kness by considering 
graphite/epoxy with circumferential reinforcement. a fixed length rati L/R2 = 10. and radii 
ratios Rz/ R] ranging from 1.10 to 1.80. In all cases the external radius was kept constant at 
R2 = 1.0 m. Specific conclusions from these results follow in the next section. 

More insight into the variation f the critical I ad can b obtained from Ficrs 2 and 3, 
in which we have plotted the critical load vs the olumn length from aU the different 
formulae. in comparison with the la licity Iution, for glass/epoxy with either cir
cumfer ntial or axial reinforcement. Data below the unit line are conservative stimat s. 

It should be emphasized at this point that the present paper is a single column
type mode treatment of a perfect rod, and compares with the Eul rand Engesser/ 
Haringx/Timoshenko formulae, which are also derived for a single-mode perfect rod; 
furthermore, all these treatments refer to the buckling (and not the post- 'ritical) behavior. 
If the postbuckling behavior of the imperfect column were to be studied, however, mode 
interaction may become an i sue for certain geometrie for which shell-type phenomena 

Table 4. Effect of thickness. Graphite/Epoxy with circumferential reinforcement., RJR, = 10 (R l = 1.0 m) ; moduli 
in G /m2

; £2 = 140, £, = 9.9. Lj = 9.1, G" = 5.9. 11 = 4.7. 2..1 = 4.3; Poisson's ratios: v" = 0.020. V23 = 0.300, 
v,1 = 0.490 

L{R, P~-M1r.rIPt'Iu..lt Pl,/P"4. P~!P,,"", ph/p.,ax, 

1.l0 1.138 0.956 0.978 1.072 
1.15 1.129 0.954 0975 1.066 
1.20 1.12l 0.952 0.972 1.060 
1.25 I 112 0.950 0968 1.054 
1.30 1.l04 0.947 0.9 4 1.048 
1.35 1.097 0.944 O.96J 1.042 
140 1.090 0.941 0.957 1.037 
145 1.083 0939 0.954 1.032 
150 1.077 0936 0.951 1.027 

t Column buckling formulas are hased on [he axial modulus; Euler load, eqn (22); Eoge er and Raringx 
(also referred to as Timoshenko Jlrst and second fOffi1ulas). eqns (23,24) with (J = 2.0; Euler formula with a 
second tem1. eqns (25). 
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clllllferential reinforcement. Data below the unit line ar conservative estimates. 
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H~ ringx or econd Timoshenk (PT2), the Euler with a second term (PE2) formulas. in comparison 

with the ela ticity solution (Pelast) ~ r the ca e of glass/epoxy mmcrial with a. ial reinforcement. 

could appear. In particular, il i well known lh t or imperfection-sensitive shells, there 
may exist several different buckling mode associated with the arne or nearly the arne 
critical load. Consequently, the different buckling modes may interact during th po tcritical 
response and that may even cau e the buckling modes t change frol11 one 111 de to another 
at large deflection (e.g. the Yo himura (1955) pattern). Other complicated interaction 
ph n mena during post-buckling, re those of th purely flexUIal and flexur I-torsional 
overall modes of buckling with local buckling in thin walled columns (e.g., Ali and Srid
haran, 1988). 
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Another important issu is that of the relation of compression strength to buckling 
·tr ngth.lndc d, in practical applications. the lrength in compr ssion has to be considered 
in conjunction with the results on the ritical load, since compressive failure may precede 
buckling. For example, for the graphite epoxy with circwnfcrential reinforcement (Table 
2b), assuming a typical compressive strength of a,j = 0.246 OPa, the crilicalload p.1a " is 
below the load corresponding to the compressive. trength (5,:[, for length ratios L/R2 beyond 
12, which means that buckling auld precede compressive failtLre. III some of the oth r 
configurations, compre sive failure \ ould precede buckling. Although this simple cal
cut, tion does not take into account the compl x phenomena ofcomposite failure that would 
involve among other, the influence of I' yer/fiber waviness, it illustrates the importance of 
considering buckling in compressivel loaded composi e structures. 

Next f llows a Id or conclusions, drawn from the results of abies 1-4 and Figs 2 3. 

4. CO L SIO S 

(I)	 In all cases the elasticity solution predict· a lower than the uler value critical load, 
i.e .. PEu'", is a non-conservative estimate. Moreover, th degree of non-conservatism of 
the Euler formula is strongly dependent n Lhe r infor ing direction; th axially 
reinforced columns show the highest deviati n fr m th ela. ticity value. The d gr c of 
non-conservatism of the EuJer load for the circumferenLially rein reed columns is 
mu h smaller and is comparable Lo that of isotropic columns. 

(2)	 The trongty orthotropic graphite/epoxy material hows much higher deviations from 
the elasticity solution than the glass/epoxy in the axially r inr reed configuration; 
however the deviations from the elasticity solution for both the raphiLe/epoxy and 
glass/epoxy are comparable in the circumferentially reinforced case. 

(3)	 For the small length ratios (L/ R~ between 10 and 14), the graphite/epoxy with axial 
reinforcement buckles as a shell, i.e., with nand m in eqn (I a) different than unity; 
this is not the case with the glass/ poxy material. 

(4)	 The Engesser shear correction formula (also referr d to in thj' pap r as the first 
Timoshenko fommla) is in all cases examjned co serva[jvc, i.e., it predict a [ower 
critical load than the elasticity solution. 

(5)	 The Haringx sh ar correction formula (a[so referred to in this paper as the second 
Timosh nko r rmula) is in most cases (but not always) conservative. For the isotropic 
case (Table 3) it is con ·crvative. However, for a strongly orthotropic material (gra
phite/epoxy with axial reinforcement, Tabl 2a) or for rei- tively short columns (Table 
la) it may be non-con er ative. Als , in all ca 5 consider d the Haringx (second 
Timoshenko) sh ar correction estimate is alway clos r to the ela ticity olution than 
the first one. The tubular shape shear factor f3 = 2.0 has been used in both shear 
correction formulae (23), (24). 

(6)	 Th Elll r load with a \;cond t ml fomlUla, eqn (25b), which is supposed to account 
for thickness ffi cts, is a non-con ervative estimate; it performs very well with very 
thick sections (Table 4), being cI esL to the elasticity value, but in general no better 
than the EngesserjHaringx/Timoshenko ~ rmulas for moderate thickness. Both the 
Euler and the Ewer with a second term formulas improve their predictions (i.e.. they 
are clo er to the elasticity solution) with increased Lhickn 5S; this is because hell effects 
would appear for smaller thicknesse . 
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APPENDIX 

For convenience define 

all +"23,,--- J. = 'ltIL (AI) 
(lH 

(A2) 

The coefficients of the first differential eqn (14a) are: 

b"" = -(cu c•• ): bOI = -CQ/2.0; ho' = -C l k/2; h", = C,k12 

(A3) 

(A4) 

f,o = -j'(cIJ +C'5); III = j,Do/2; ;;l = J..D;/2. /;, = J.D 2 /2 

;~. = )(('2)-('''); frJl = f"2 = fOJ = O. (A5) 

The coeflkients of the second differential eqn (l4b) are given a follows: 

qIO=c".: 911=C,,/2; 9,,= 12; gll= 1/2 

gOO=-«:22+COO); g"I=-Co/2; .Cf02=-Ctl2: g",=-C,{2 

(1\6) 

h lo = -(C66 +c,,); h ll =0/2; h" = 1/2; h l1 = 2/2 

ho" = -«-22+C,.); ho' = -Co/2; h.: = -C,/2; hOI = -Cd2, (A7) 

(AX) 

Finally, the coefficients of the third difT'erential eqn (14c) are: 
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q10 = c,,; q" = Co/2; q21 = C,/2; q21 = C,/2 

qlo - CH: qll = Co/2; q" = kC,/2; q" = -kC,/2 

(A9) 

SIO = (<'$\+c,,)),; Sit = -),Co/2; Sl2 = -K,/2; Sll = -)'C,/2 

.1'00 =(C1)+C,,)).; SOl = -).Co/2; S02 = - k).CIi2; SO) = k).C2/2, (AlO) 

/300 = (e23 +e.. )),; /301 = -ACo/2; /302 = -kAC I /2; /30) = kAC2 /2 (All) 


